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IDENTIFYING LOGICAL LOCATION VIA GPS-ENABLED MOBILE PHONE AND WEARABLE CAMERA



DAQING ZHANG CNRS SAMOVAR, Institut Mines-TELECOM/TELECOM SudParis 9, rue Charles Fourier, 91011 Evry, France [email protected] CHAO CHEN CNRS SAMOVAR, Institut Mines-TELECOM/TELECOM SudParis 9, rue Charles Fourier, 91011 Evry, France Department of Computer Science Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu 75005 Paris, France [email protected] ZHANGBING ZHOU School of Information Engineering China University of Geosciences (Beijing), P. R. China Computer Science Department Institut Mines-TELECOM/TELECOM SudParis 9, rue, Charles Fourier 91011 Evry, France [email protected] BIN LI CNRS SAMOVAR, Institut Mines-TELECOM/TELECOM SudParis 9, rue Charles Fourier, 91011 Evry, France [email protected] Received 12 July 2011 Accepted 17 July 2012 Published 8 February 2013 More and more location-based services become relying on the logical notion of a physical location, known as logical location (e.g. Starbucks, KFC). In this paper, we propose a new way to identify logical location using (1) a GPS-enabled mobile phone and (2) a wearable camera embedded in user's glasses. When a user with a wearable camera is detected paying attention to a certain physical location, all the logical locations within the error range of the GPS coordinates are considered as the matched candidates. We select the representative frames in the video stream corresponding to user's interested location in real-time and use multi-view images taken beforehand to represent each logical location. We then extract the Scale Invariant Feature Transform visual features from both the representative video frames and pre-stored images of 1260007-1



D. Zhang et al. candidate logical locations for video-image matching, the logical location that the user pays attention to can thus be identi¯ed. In order to di®erentiate the cases where users watch certain objects rather than a logical location in the street, we use Support Vector Machine to classify the two cases so that only the valid logical location is identi¯ed. Our proposed approach is proved weather and user independent, and it does not request additional user e®orts compared with previous solutions. The results tested using a real-world dataset can achieve an average accuracy of 91.08%. Keywords : Logical location; video-image matching; SIFT; SVM; GPS; wearable camera.
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1. Introduction Mobile phones are becoming a powerful platform for user-centric sensing, computing and personalized service provision.23 An increasing number of applications are exploiting the GPS or GSM positioning capabilities of mobile phones to get users' locations, and deliver location-based services.4,18,20 Location in current applications can be generally classi¯ed into two categories: indoor location and outdoor location. Indoor location is usually obtained using positioning devices and mechanisms deployed within an indoor environment, according to the availability of existing infrastructure and requirements of applications. Typical indoor localization techniques are based on WiFi, RFID and/or ultrasonic. Outdoor location is usually obtained using existing outdoor infrastructure such as GPS and GSM network, which can provide a positioning accuracy in the error range of 10 or 100 m, respectively in outdoor environments. In this paper, we intend to address the outdoor localization issue. While many outdoor location-based services only need the rough physical location of the users, some location-based applications require to know the logical meaning of the user's physical location, also known as logical location,1 to provide locationspeci¯c services.4,18,20 Di®erent from the physical location represented by GPS coordinate value, logical location refers to the logical and symbolic name of a physical location. An example is GeoLife,24 where the store list is displayed on mobile phones when a user is detected near Wal-Mart, and another example is Micro-Blog10 which allows users to share and query multimedia contents when a user is detected visiting a certain place like art gallery. Other applications may need to know the exact logical location the user intends to visit. For instance, when a user is detected to enter a store, it is great if the information related to the store, such as discounts or electronic coupons, is sent to her mobile phone automatically. However, given the accuracy of GPS and GSM positioning in outdoor environment, they cannot always be used to determine the user's logical location due to the Dividing Wall Problem.1 For instance, given the user's GPS coordinate value, we cannot always tell whether the user is in Wal-Mart supermarket, or in the next-door StarBucks, etc. To resolve the Dividing Wall Problem and to determine the logical location, several projects deploy sensors in certain area in advance to detect the user's precise location. However, only logical locations in these areas can be identi¯ed1 and the solution is not applicable to other areas without sensor installation. iPhone has been reported to be able to show the 1260007-2
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logical location of buildings in the street around the user when she orients her iPhone to a nearby signature. However, there is no detailed report about the performance and accuracy of this function.12 Furthermore, the user is requested to hold the phone towards the buildings which needs user's additional e®orts and makes the process less natural. In this paper, we intend to identify the logical location of a store or building that the user is interested in using (i) a GPS-enabled mobile phone, and (ii) a wearable camera embedded in user's glasses. The basic idea is to recognize the logical location of a store or building in a very natural setting without any intervention of the user (such as taking a picture or holding a camera) and pre-installation of any devices in the area. The basic assumption of our solution is that there are images taken at each entrance of the store or building and these images are stored in a database and can be accessible via tools like Google maps. Only in the case that users watch the entrance of the stores or buildings for a while (e.g. one second), we assume that the user is interested in this logical place. Our proposed logical location identi¯cation process can be presented as follows: (1) Detect the user's intention and interest in a store or building. We assume that a user will watch the entrance of a store or a building for a while when she is interested in the place. Thus only the video frames focusing on a relatively still target for certain duration are kept to match with the images of potential interested place, while the other video frames captured by built-in cameras in the glasses are ¯ltered out. (2) Shortlist the possible candidate store or building names by mapping the GPS coordinate value. According to the location coordinate value of the user position retrieved by GPS, the possible logical locations (i.e. candidate stores or buildings) that the user is interested in within the error range of GPS (e.g. 10 m) are shortlisted. (3) Identify the logical location by comparing the video clip with the pre-stored multiview images of the candidate stores or buildings. If the user is watching a scene di®erent from the entrance of a store or building, there would be no matching happening and she is said to have no interest in any store or building nearby. When the user is detected watching a speci¯c store or building, the captured video clip will be matched with the pre-stored images of a candidate store or building. The logical name of the place will be singled out if the video frames match well with the images of one candidate store or building. As GPS has an error range of around 10 m, the number of candidate stores or buildings in a street with certain GPS coordinate value should be very few. Considering the logos, doors, decorations in each store entrance are usually di®erent, these enable us to distinguish easily among the shortlisted logical locations. With the observation that people, especially a stranger intends to visit a store or building in a street will naturally watch the entrance for a while, we thus turn the logical location 1260007-3
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identi¯cation issue into a matching problem — matching the captured video clip with a relatively still view to the pre-stored pictures of the candidate stores and buildings in the error range of GPS. Here, we assume that future Maps can store the images of stores and buildings in a GPS-indexed databases for retrieval and processing. For the video/image capture and matching, a challenging problem is that the video stream captured by user's wearable camera can be very di®erent depending on user's relative position, distance and angle to the targeted store/building, also the pre-stored pictures and video clips are often taken in di®erent lighting and weather conditions. Furthermore, the video clips might contain scenes like people passing-by or door with di®erent status (open versus close) or decoration (Christmas versus Chinese New Year) in real-world settings. To address these issues, we propose to use the following techniques: (1) Pre-store the multi-view images of a store or building to cater for the large di®erence of viewpoint. (2) Use Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) visual features14 to do image matching. SIFT can capture the invariant visual features to overcome wide baseline14 (large di®erence of viewpoint, scale, etc.) image matching problem. It also performs well under illumination change and has some tolerance of occlusion. (3) Choose SIFT local interest point (LIP) descriptors of a selected set of frames in the video clip to do matching with the pre-stored images, making the matching more stable and robust. (4) Based on the matching results with each candidate location, use support vector machine (SVM)6 to identify if the captured video clip corresponds to a meaningful logical location (such as a store or restaurant) or not (a colorful car parked). In summary, the major contributions of the paper are: (1) We propose a new way to identify logical location of a place that users intend to visit via GPS-enabled mobile phone and wearable camera, which does not require user's intervention and installation of sensors/devices in the environment. (2) We turn the logical location identi¯cation problem into a process of detecting the user's intention, shortlisting the possible candidate stores/buildings within the error range of GPS, selecting the representative video frame LIP descriptors in the video clip, matching them with the images of the pre-stored multi-views of the candidate stores/buildings, and identifying the logical location via SVM. (3) We evaluate the proposed system and approaches in real-world environments — in di®erent weather conditions, di®erent settings (with the store door closed in the pre-stored image and door open in the video clip, with people passing-by), and tested with di®erent users. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the related work in indoor and outdoor localization is reviewed in Sec. 2. Then the client-server architecture of the logical location identi¯cation system is introduced in Sec. 3. Based on 1260007-4
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the proposed process, the detailed logical location identi¯cation approach is presented in Sec. 4. Evaluation results are described and discussed in Sec. 5. We conclude this paper in Sec. 6. 2. Related Work
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Identifying user's locations is essential for user-centric sensing and location-based applications. There are two categories of work in localization: indoor localization and outdoor localization, as detailed below. 2.1. Indoor localization Indoor location is usually identi¯ed using indoor related RF techniques such as WiFi, Bluetooth, ultrasonic, RFID, etc. Certain RF infrastructure is often required to be deployed in the indoor environment. WiFi indoor localization technique is attractive due to the wide adoption of WiFi-enabled mobile devices and rapid deployment of WiFi access points.26 WiFi ¯ngerprinting is applied in RADAR2 which can achieve an accuracy up to 5 m in indoor environments. Bluetooth-based indoor positioning system uses radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) and the associated distance between sender and receiver to estimate the precise position.8 The Active Badge project27 uses IR signal for signaling between the badge and sensor, and user's location is con¯ned to a speci¯c store/room. RFID reader and tags11 are often deployed to recognize room-level locations. In order to achieve even higher localization accuracy (i.e. at cm scale), in the Cricket system19 both RF and ultrasound beaconing are pre-installed in the surroundings. Inside a certain room, image matching has been reported to identify a more precise position. For example, the features of objects in a room, such as corner and junction features,7 and reduced SIFT21 can be extracted to pinpoint a speci¯c place in a room. Almost all the existing indoor localization solutions require to deploy a sensing infrastructure in the environment. The user is also requested to carry a compatible RF device to be localized. These approaches generally do not scale well to a large area like a city. Di®erent from the heterogeneity of indoor localization approaches, the outdoor localization mechanisms are all leveraging the existing GPS or GSM infrastructure, thus the key challenge is to provide robust and precise location with minimum assumption about the user and infrastructure, which motivates the work in this paper. 2.2. Outdoor localization A number of systems have used global system for mobile communications (GSM) to estimate locations of mobile clients.5,26 GSM localization is usually achieved by war-driving in a region, and a simple radio model is used to estimate a user's location with 100150 m accuracy in a city environment.5 The most common outdoor localization technology is the global positioning system (GPS), which has an error range of 10 m. iPhone enables one to see the nearest metro stations and places of 1260007-5
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interests (like KFC, McDonald's, Starbucks, etc.) with its camera live view.12 iPhone also develops several location-aware applications using GPS, like to recommend the most suitable restaurants nearby and to track friends.13 The above-mentioned applications can pinpoint user's location on Google map with a satisfactory accuracy. Higher resolution of outdoor localization, like logical location identi¯cation would be further achieved by considering distinguishable local attributes of di®erent places. The authors16 claim that user's movement recorded by accelerometer sensors is usually di®erent in a co®ee shop or grocery store, and hence the accelerometer signature with the combination of physical coordinate value (determined by GSM) is used as an e®ective method for identifying logical location. Combined attributes are usually more likely to exhibit diversity than any single attribute. The multi-model sensors, which can capture low level features including ambient sound, light, and color, are deployed, and these low level features are used to di®erentiate neighboring stores.1 For a speci¯c location, low level features related to photo-acoustic signature (sound, color, light) are extracted from testing samples, those features are then matched against that of the samples collected from many possible locations. The logical location reported is the one with features that is closest to testing sample features. These techniques need to collect combined attributes of the logical places using multiple types of sensors in advance, whereas our proposed approach only needs the pictures of those places, which can be easily captured using digital cameras. Fingerprinting has also been incorporated in some outdoor localization techniques.1,16 The authors1,16 recognize that low level features may not be su±cient for di®erentiating certain logical locations. For instance, user's motion characteristics may be similar in KFC and Starbucks, and photo-acoustic signature may have no much di®erence among di®erent Chinese restaurants. Hence, techniques depending on low level features may not work as expected in some situations. The ¯ngerprint includes (i) features captured using sensors, and (ii) features collected and pre-stored (manually) beforehand. The photo-acoustic features of the logical places have to be sampled beforehand resulting in only logical locations in the sampled database can be identi¯ed, they can only be detected after staying in the place for a certain period of time. In addition, some techniques may require users to stop and send text message, make phone calls, or even to orient mobile phone to the °oor,1 which requests user's additional e®orts. Our proposed approach relies on GPS coordinate value and video clips ¯lmed by wearable camera. It does not require user's additional e®orts and can detect the logical place that the user intend to visit in real time. 3. System Architecture As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed logical location identi¯cation system follows a serverclient architecture. The client comprises one GPS-enabled mobile phone and one wearable camera. The wearable camera can be embedded into user's glasses to capture to one's view and attention in real time, the ¯lmed video is automatically transferred to user's mobile phone via a high-speed wireless protocol like WiFi. The mobile phone 1260007-6
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Fig. 1.



Overview of the system architecture.



is responsible for detecting the video clips corresponding to user's attention to any scene for a certain duration and selecting the representative image frames from each video clip. Then the mobile phone will send these frames together with its GPS location to the server for logical location identi¯cation. The server can be viewed as part of a Cloud which has immense computing power and data storage, and it maintains a database which stores the SIFT LIP descriptors of the sample images of logical locations, and the information related to logical locations (such as name, promotion information, etc.). Concretely, the server: (i) Extracts the SIFT LIP descriptors of all the samples of logical locations, and unifying SIFT LIP descriptors from multi-view images, o®-line, and (ii) Collects information, such as discount and electronic coupon related to each logical location, o®-line. (iii) After extracting and unifying the SIFT LIP descriptors of representative frames received from mobile phone, matches them with that of the multi-view images of each candidate logical location which is shortlisted by the GPS location of user. (iv) Based on the matching scores for di®erent candidate locations, identi¯es the logical location via SVM and sends the related information to the mobile phone if a valid logical location is detected. SIFT LIP descriptor is a vector with the dimension of 128. It considers scale and also the local pixels' information at di®erent scales as well.14 A general application scenario and the working procedure of our system comprises the following three steps: (1) When a user walks along the street, she may watch some places, e.g. the entrance of a store or building, for a while when she is interested in these places. 1260007-7
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Thus the video stream ¯lmed by the wearable camera should include the video frames with a relatively still scenes of these places for certain duration. The mobile phone processes the video stream by just keeping these video frames which correspond to user's attention to some places. The mobile phone will send these frames together with its GPS location to the server for logical location identi¯cation. (2) According to the current GPS coordinate value provided by the mobile phone, candidate logical locations within the error range of GPS are shortlisted by the server. The server will extract and unify SIFT LIP descriptors of representative frames. The SIFT LIP descriptors of these candidate logical locations are then compared with that of the video representative frames, a matching score can be obtained for each candidate location. (3) With the matching scores as input, a SVM classi¯er is trained to generate a valid logical location when the video clip captured matches well with the prestored images of a single place, and an invalid location otherwise. When a valid logical location is detected, the server sends the information related to this logical location to the user's mobile phone, and the user can know the information of the interested place through reading the message. Now we introduce our technique of extracting and unifying SIFT LIP descriptors from multi-view images. Image matching based on SIFT LIP descriptors can tolerate various image deviations due to viewpoint (about 0   50  ), scale, and illumination di®erence. These deviations may co-exist and thus the e±ciency of this



Fig. 2. Multi-view of a single logical location. 1260007-8
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technique may decrease greatly14,15,22 if proper measures are not taken. For instance, some users may enter a store from the front, while others may enter from the side. The images taken from the front do not ensure a good matching with that taken. To resolve this challenge, we propose to use multi-view images of a single store to compensate one another. As shown in Fig. 2, we utilize the union of the SIFT LIP descriptors from each image to represent a single store. Two images from side with relatively short distance from the wall (about 1 m, angle   60  ) and one image from front with a relatively long distance (about 3 m, angle = 0  ) are taken. The angle between the front view to the side view is around 60  . LIP1 is the SIFT LIP descriptor vector of the front-view image. LIP2, LIP3 are those of the two side-view images. They contain di®erent number of signi¯cant SIFT LIP descriptors ranked by the contrast value individually9 (p; q; r are the numbers of LIP descriptors for these three view images, respectively, for a certain threshold value). Their union is obtained using Algorithm 1. Combining SIFT LIP descriptors of multi-view images is achieved by two separated UNION operations. The basic idea of UNION operation is to
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compare one component in one image descriptor vector with each component in another descriptor vector, if the testing pair of SIFT LIP descriptors match, only one of them is put in the union, otherwise, both descriptors are put in the union. Whether a pair of SIFT LIP descriptors match or not is determined by the distance de¯ned in Ref. 14. Generally, when the distance of a pair is less than a certain threshold, they would be assumed to be a matched pair. Lines 111 shows how LIP1 and LIP2 are uni¯ed. The size of Union1 is no bigger than the sum of the vector number of LIP1 and LIP2 (m  p þ q). Lines 1222 shows how Union1 and the SIFT LIP descriptors of third image (LIP3) are combined. Also, n  m þ r holds. 4. Video-Image Matching In this section, we present our video-image matching process which includes the following three steps. We ¯rst analyze the video stream by detecting the video clip with a relatively still scenes for at least a certain duration (Step 1). The video clip corresponds to the potential intentions of a certain user. Then, we attempt to ¯nd some representative frames from each video clip and extract the SIFT LIP descriptors to characterize the interested scene of the user (Step 2). Finally, we determine the logical location that the user is interested in by comparing the SIFT LIP descriptors of the representative video frames with that of the multi-view images of candidate logical locations (Step 3). Note that candidate logical locations are shortlisted according to the coordinate value provided by GPS in mobile phone. These steps are detailed in the following sections. 4.1. Step 1: Detect potential user's intentions by ¯ltering video streams Based on the assumption that users would keep their eyes on a certain place for at least some time before intending to enter, there would be a large percentage of overlapped region in the successive frames captured by the built-in camera in glasses. Thus we can detect the video clip corresponding to a user's intention by comparing the distance between the successive frames in the video stream. Similar to the shot boundary detection problem,3 we adopt simple Chi-square ( 2 ) distance between frames to segment these frames out: (1) The ¯rst frame in the video stream is assumed to be the ¯rst reference frame P P (Rf) in the ¯rst frame set ( 1 ). Whether the next frame (Nf) belongs to 1 or not is determined according to Eq. (1) Similarity ¼  2 ðhist Nf; hist RfÞ; 1 X ðPi  Qi Þ 2 ;  2 ðP ; QÞ ¼ 2 i Pi þ Qi



ð1Þ ð2Þ



where hist means the histogram of the frame in the HSV color space. Please note that RGB space to HSV space transformation is required since HSV space 1260007-10
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is much more robust to illumination change.25  2 ðÞ refers to the histogram distance between two successive frames, which is de¯ned in Eq. (2), where P and Q are two histograms.17 If the Similarity is less than a threshold (T1 ), the P frame would be added to the frame set ( 1 ). Otherwise, it is assumed to be the P new Rf of the new frame set ( 2 ). Apparently, the greater the T1 is, the larger size each frame set has. In this work, we choose a relatively big T1 to allow a longer frame set detected. We will minimize the computing and communication overhead by selecting representative video frames to characterize the long video clip. (2) After comparing the Similarity with the prede¯ned threshold, many frame sets P i would be obtained. Those frame sets corresponding to user's quick glimpse should be discarded according to Eq. (3). !8 X < T2 Retained Sizeof ð3Þ : i < T2 Discarded; where SizeofðÞ represents the number of the frames in each generated frame sets. Those frame sets with the size larger than a threshold T2 would be retained (potential frame set) and further processed. T2 is selected based on our hypothesis that users would keep their eyes on a certain place for at least some time when intending to enter, and in this work we set T2 as 30 since it implies that user is interested in knowing more about a place if she focused on the place for one second (The sampling rate of wearable camera is 30 frames per second). Note that not all of these detected frame sets are related to user's interest in a place. For instance, a user might happen to watch the °oor of the streets for some time, and the frame sets would be kept as they meet the requirements of both similarity and duration in Eqs. (1) and (3). These situations are taken into consideration, and these frame sets should not generate any valid logical location. 4.2. Step 2: Description of potential user's intentions It is ideal to select a representative frame out of the set to describe the frame set for the sake of minimizing processing time and storage usage. Using a middle frame to represent a frame set is a natural and e±cient strategy in the area of video processing.29 However, SIFT LIP descriptors of only one middle frame may not su±ciently represent the whole frame set since they can undergo changes due to the viewpoint and illumination changes, and partial occlusion from objects or people. In order to select the right feature set representing a frame set, ¯rst of all, we need to verify if the middle frame set can well represent the whole frame set using SIFT LIP descriptors. If it cannot represent, what should we do? P Given a sampled frame set: i : ffi1 ; fi2 . . . ; fim ; . . . ; fin g, let us assume that fim is the middle frame. Figure 3 illustrates the statistics results for four sampled frame 1260007-11
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Fig. 3. Percentage of SIFT LIP descriptors matching between the middle frame and the other frames in four frame sets which are generated by one user visiting a store.



sets. And these four frame sets are generated when one user visits a shop. Intuitively, we feel that all the frames in a frame set should be very similar. By examining the four frame sets, we ¯nd that the percentage of SIFT LIP descriptors matches between middle frame and other frames can be as low as 0.25, and the highest percentage is not greater than 0.7. Therefore, it is clear that a large quantity of SIFT LIP descriptors do vary among the frame set due to viewpoint variation, illumination changes and occlusion. Based on this observation, an e®ective strategy of selecting the representative frames as well as the uni¯ed SIFT LIP descriptors is needed. Inspired by the work,29 we propose to select the middle frame and a ¯xed number of randomly selected frames to represent each frame set. By extracting the SIFT LIP descriptors from the middle frame and randomly selected frame sets, we ¯nd the intersection of those SIFT LIP descriptors can well characterize the whole frame set. Speci¯cally, we have the following observations: (1) As each frame, like the middle frame, can have more than 1000 SIFT LIP descriptors, if we use the middle frame to represent the video clip and conduct the video-image matching, the computation takes up a million of SIFT LIP descriptor comparison in high dimensional feature space. Thus when we choose to unify the LIP descriptors of the middle frame as well as the randomly selected frames by intersection operation, the total number of LIP descriptors for representing each video clip is decreased greatly and the video-image matching will take much less computation. (2) Unifying the SIFT LIP descriptors of the middle frame and randomly selected frames corresponds to extracting features mainly from image foreground rather than background, in such a way, the SIFT LIP descriptors are the most stable ones. This would reduce the possibility of false matches raised from background14 and SIFT LIP descriptors with low contrast value.9 1260007-12
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Fig. 4. SIFT LIP descriptors of the middle frame versus SIFT LIP descriptors of the frame set (color online).



(3) The uni¯ed SIFT LIP descriptor subset represent the most signi¯cant ones and has been proved to generate great matching performance.9 Figure 4 illustrates the di®erence between SIFT LIP descriptors from one middle frame and that of corresponding frame set: the number of SIFT LIP descriptors is signi¯cantly reduced, and the remaining descriptors are mainly taken from foreground which contain more distinguishable information. Many SIFT LIP descriptors with low contrast value9 have been ¯ltered out. However, it also eliminates the false matched pairwise descriptors caused by unstable SIFT LIP descriptors. Consequently, the ratio of the number of matched SIFT LIP descriptors and total SIFT LIP descriptors would increase, which indicates better matching with high con¯dence. Figure 5 shows two sets of pictures: the one in the left side contains the comparison of two images: the middle frame of the video clip in the upper part and



Fig. 5. Matching results based on SIFT LIP descriptors of middle frame and frame set, respectively. 1260007-13
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Middle frame Frame set



Total LIP



Matched LIP



Ratio %



Matching Time (s)



1201 154



181 53



15.07 34.42



0.79 0.10



the pre-stored image of the shop; the other one in the right side also contains the comparison of two images: the representative frames in the upper part and the same pre-stored image of the shop. In these two pictures, all the green lines correspond to the matching pairs using SIFT LIP descriptors. From these two pictures, we can see that selecting representative frames can signi¯cantly reduce the number of SIFT LIP descriptors, increase the ratio of matched SIFT LIP descriptors and total SIFT LIP descriptors (indicates better matching rate), and decrease the computation time as well as the false matched descriptor pairs. Table 1 shows the detailed statistics of matching performance comparing the SIFT LIP descriptors of two di®erent types of representative frames against that of the pre-stored image of the same shop. Here we evaluate matching time on a PC with 2.4 GHz processor, 2 GB memory and Windows 7 platform. Table 1 shows that the matching ratio is improved from 15.07% to 34.42% though the number of matched SIFT LIP descriptors is decreased, and the matching time is less.



4.3. Step 3: Logical location identi¯cation As discussed before, the selected video clip corresponding to a user's intention in a certain moment is not always focusing on meaningful logical locations. Therefore, we should ¯nd a way to di®erentiate \false" logical location (when users keep eyes on cars, °oor, persons in the street) from \true" logical location (entrance of shops and P buildings in the street). Given a selected frame set i , the matching score Scoreij (where j is the number of candidate logical locations) is evaluated as the ratio of the number of matched SIFT LIP descriptors with the total number of SIFT LIP descriptors of frame set (see Eq. (4)). Scoreij ¼



Num of Matchedij : Num of Totali



ð4Þ



If we simply use the maximum matching score to select candidate logical location,14,28,29 errors will occur in the following cases: .



When the user looks at things other than the shops in the street. For instance, when the user look at a parked car, °oor, or people in the street, the matching scores with all the candidate logical locations are low, but one location will be selected if the maximum matching score is the only criteria for logical location identi¯cation. 1260007-14
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When the user looks at something between the two shops in a street. In this case, the matching scores with two candidate logical locations will be high, and none of them should be identi¯ed as the true logical location.



In the above-mentioned cases, it is obvious that using matching scores only cannot tell the true logical location from the false ones. In order to classify all the cases into two categories, we would like to examine the following three features: (i) total number of SIFT LIP descriptors of frame sets, e.g. (Num of Totali ), (ii) number of maximal matched SIFT LIP descriptors, e.g. the maximal ðNum of Matchedij Þ value, and (iii) number of second maximal matched SIFT LIP descriptors, e.g. the second maximal ðNum of Matchedij Þ value. Figure 6 is the distribution of these triple features in various situations. One sample is related to one potential frame set. The positive samples re°ect the case that users really look at the store, while the negative samples re°ect cases that are irrelevant and should be ¯ltered out (no logical location would be reported). These samples are manually labeled. As shown in Fig. 6, the distribution is nonlinear and hard to be distinguished using simple threshold method. To decide whether the potential frame set is relevant to the logical location that the user is interested in, we use SVM with the above-mentioned three features for classi¯cation. The manually labeled samples are used as training set. If the output is 1, the candidate location with the highest matching score will be identi¯ed as the true logical location; no logical location would be reported if the output is 1.  þ1 logical location ð5Þ y¼ 1 filtered out:
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5. Evaluation To evaluate the e®ectiveness of the proposed logical location identi¯cation system, we recruited four volunteer users to test the system at di®erent times and under di®erent weather conditions. Out of the four volunteers, two have no much knowledge of the system and the image processing techniques. Weather conditions are roughly classi¯ed into sunny, cloudy, rainy and snowy in this paper. All the prestored images in the server were taken mainly in sunny days, while videos were ¯lmed by volunteer users at di®erent times of the day from September 2010 to February 2011, under di®erent weather conditions. For the whole experiment, we have collected around 10 h video clips of more than 30 business stores and buildings near our school campus. Figure 7 shows some sample images of di®erent stores under di®erent weathers, and at di®erent visiting time of users. In the following sections, we ¯rst show why multi-view images are a better choice than the front view of a logical location for video-image matching, then we demonstrate the robustness of our proposed approach to \noises" in the real-world setting. We further verify that the proposed logical location identi¯cation approach is weather and user independent. 5.1. Multi-view images versus front view image To identify logical location, we need to match the real-time video with a pre-stored image of the candidate logical location. In Sec. 3, we proposed to use multi-view



(a) Some example stores



(b) Di®erent wealthers: Rainy, Snowy, Sunny, and Cloudy (from left to right)



(c) Di®erent visiting time to a store: Morning (¯rst two) and afternoon (last two) Fig. 7. Some example images of logical locations in the database: (a) Di®erent stores; (b) Di®erent weathers; (c) Di®erent visiting time. 1260007-16
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images instead of the front view for video-image matching, mainly based on the intuition that multi-view images can better represent an logical location than the single front view image. In this section, we would like to conduct experiments to verify two facts: (1) For the same video frame set, using multi-view images can produce higher matching rate than using the front view image in the case of processing the true logical location. (2) For the same video frame set, using multi-view images will not cause signi¯cant increase in the matching rate with other logical location, compared to using the front view image. Table 2 reports the evaluation results in the three representative use cases. Case1 corresponds to the situation that the user entered the Store22 from the front, Case2 corresponds to the situation that the user entered the Store25 from the side, while Case3 corresponds to the situation that the user watched a car rather than a shop. And middle frames of these three cases are manually snapped from video stream, which is shown in Fig. 8. The maximal matching score of Case1 is 13:45% when the front view image of the candidate stores is used. It is improved to 30:12% when multiview images are used. However, the number of matched SIFT LIP descriptors with the other stores does not di®er much. The next maximal matching scores of Case1 are very close: 5:26% and 5:7%, respectively. In order to measure the di®erence between the maximum matching score and the second maximum one, we introduce a parameter R as shown in Eq. (6). As for Case1, the R value is improved from 2.36 for Table 2. Examples showing the necessity of multi-view images of a sample.



Case1 Case2 Case3



Multi Single Multi Single Multi Single



Total Number of LIP



Matched LIP with Store21



Matched LIP with Store22



Matched LIP with Store23



Matched LIP with Store24



Matched LIP with Store25



684 684 117 117 100 100



32 31 3 7 5 5



206 92 11 8 7 4



32 24 7 5 3 3



36 39 4 6 5 6



27 22 23 8 9 4



Fig. 8. Snapped images of the example corresponding to the three cases. 1260007-17



front view image to 5.72 for multi-view images. As for Case2, the maximal matching scores are 19:66% for multi-view and 6:84% for single image. The second maximal matching score is the same as the maximal matching score for single image, but it is much lower than the maximal matching score for multi-view images with the value of 9:4%. Similar to Case1, the number of matched SIFT LIP descriptors with other candidate store does not di®er much. It is hard to identify the right logical location when only one image is used for matching in Case2. R also improves from 1 to 2.09. As for Case3, the matching scores with all candidate stores are all very small. The maximal score is 9%, and the second maximal matching score is very close to maximal matching score (9% and 7% for multi-view, 6% and 5% for single image). R remains almost the same. From the above evaluations, we can have the following conclusion: (1) When the video clip contains a speci¯c logical location, using multi-view images can increase the maximal matching score and enlarge the distance to the second maximal matching score, compared to using front view image. (2) When the video clip contains other scenes other than a speci¯c logical location, using multi-view images has no much di®erence from using front view image. In both cases, all the matching scores are quite low. R¼



maxðScoreij Þ : Second maxðScoreij Þ



ð6Þ



5.2. Robustness to ambient \noises" In the real-world setting, there are two typical cases happening as a result of ambient noises when people look at a certain shop: (1) there are people passing by, blocking part of the view in the video clip captured, as shown in the upper pictures of Fig. 9; (2) The pre-stored multi-view images of the logical place have a setting di®erent from that captured in the wearable camera, for instance, with the shop door open in the pre30
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Fig. 9. Some examples of real-world noises. 1260007-18
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User1 User2 User3 User4 All users



Video Length Time (h)



Sunny



Cloudy



Rainy



Snowy



# of Total Positive (Negative) Samples



3.2 3.1 3.4 3.3 10



10(6) 6(7) 10(8) 10(7) 36(28)



8(6) 7(7) 6(5) 8(6) 29(24)



9(7) 8(5) 7(8) 8(7) 32(27)



9(6) 5(8) 6(8) 11(10) 31(32)



36(25) 26(27) 29(29) 37(30) 128(111)



stored image and door closed the video clip, as shown in the lower pictures of Fig. 9. We have tested our proposed logical location identi¯cation system in both cases and veri¯ed that the system can always detect the target logical location with a high matching score, which suggests that our approach is robust to \real-world noises". 5.3. Overall accuracy We have asked four volunteers to shoot around 10 h videos in total, including 128 positive samples (video clips of shops and buildings) and 111 negative samples (cars, °oors, walls between two shops, etc.), respectively. Table 3 shows the detailed information about the positive and negative samples captured by the four users under di®erent weather conditions. To mimic the real situations that users might encounter, we asked the volunteers to approach the shops in di®erent ways (from di®erent angles) and ¯lm the videos with di®erent types of samples. To calculate the overall accuracy which is de¯ned as the ratio of the number of corrected identi¯ed samples to the total number of testing samples, we randomly partition the set of positive and negative samples into two equal-sized training and testing sets (64 positive samples and 55 negative samples for both). For negative testing samples, the result is correct when the output of SVM is 1; for positive testing samples, the result is correct when not only the output of SVM is 1 but also the video clip captured contains exactly the same location as the pre-stored images contain. We repeat the process for 10 times. The overall accuracy achieved is 91.08%1.63% (MeanStd), which indicates that our system has a relative high performance. 5.4. Weather independency In real situations, the weather when a user visits stores is very likely di®erent from that of pre-store images. It is required that our system should have robust performance under di®erent weather conditions. To prove our system is weather independent, we use the training samples captured in sunny days to train the SVM model, then compare the performance of testing samples in rainy, cloudy and snowy days. The number of samples in di®erent weather is listed in Table 3 (the last row). Please note that all the pre-stored images are taken during the sunny days. The 1260007-19



D. Zhang et al. Table 4. Accuracies under di®erent weather conditions. Weather Conditions



Accuracy (%)



Cloudy Rainy Snowy



90.32 83.72 81.63



Table 5. Accuracies of user-independent cases.
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User as Training Sample User1 User1 User1 User2 User2 User3



& & & & & &



User2 User3 User4 User3 User4 User4



Accuracy (%) 96.77 98.38 95.16 91.94 90.33 95.16



recognition accuracy of our system under di®erent weather conditions is shown in Table 4. As we can see from Table 4, it is quite high (90.32%) recognizing locations in cloudy days, it decreases a bit in rainy and snowy days (83.72% and 81.63%, respectively). A possible explanation about the results is that while the lighting condition in cloudy days is close to that in sunny days, it changes a lot in rainy and snowy days compared to that in sunny days. In summary, even the recognition accuracy in di®erent weather conditions varies a bit, they all exhibit quite satisfactory performance. 5.5. User independency A good system should work well for all the users. To evaluate whether our system is user independent, we use samples from any two users as training set, and samples from the remaining two as testing set. The number of samples captured by the four users can be found in Table 3 (the last column). The evaluation results are shown in Table 5. As we can see from Table 5, the recognition accuracy in all these cases are quite high, which supports the conclusion that the system is really user independent. Another observation is that the system is more sensitive to weather change than to user change. Based on this observation, we can see that signi¯cant illumination change and additional noise, etc., are more likely to decrease the system performance. 6. Conclusion An increasing number of location-based services become relying on the logical locations of users. With the pervasiveness of GPS-enabled mobile phones, smart objects, wireless communication and cloud computing, in this paper we develop a new solution to identifying logical locations using (1) a GPS-enabled mobile phone 1260007-20
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and (2) a wearable camera embedded in user's glasses. When a user is detected paying attention to a store or building, possible logical locations within the error range of the GPS coordinate value are identi¯ed. By detecting the video clips corresponding to user's intention and extracting uni¯ed SIFT LIP descriptors from the representative video frame set using the mobile phone, we leverage the immense computing power and data storage of Cloud to store the multi-view images of candidate logical locations, and apply the SIFT-based techniques for video-image matching. Through intensive experiments, the proposed logical location identi¯cation system is proved to have high recognition accuracy. Moreover, it is weather and user independent, and shows robustness to various ambient \noises". Although the prototype in the current implementation is an integration of three independent components: a wearable camera in glasses, a GPS-enabled mobile phone, and a server as part of the Cloud, it is expected to be the basis of a commercial product with tight integration of the three parts. In particular, with the further development of computing, communication and sensing, general logical entity identi¯cation leveraging the techniques developed in this work will become a reality.
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